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SAID GUTSERIEV

Dear shareholders and partners,
Over the past year, the spread of the novel coronavirus, COVID-19, has
exposed the global community to unprecedented external challenges, which
have changed the way we live. We have witnessed how not only individual
companies or markets but also the economies of entire countries and
world regions have had to adapt to new conditions rapidly, accelerate
transformational processes and start acting to stay ahead of the curve.
The retail sector has felt the effects of the pandemic acutely, though it has
also received a powerful impetus to develop in an entirely new way.
In 2020, the Group’s overriding priorities were to ensure the safety and wellbeing of customers, partners and employees, as well as to meet the soaring
demand for online shopping and delivery. M.Video–Eldorado successfully
rose to these challenges. Over the past few years, we have progressively
transformed into a company whose successful hybrid business model
demonstrates great flexibility and efficiency even in the face of uncertainty.
We had much that we could rely on during this challenging period: we were
already fairly well developed in terms of digitalization and an omnichannel
model, and we had a universal business model and two leading Russian retail
brands that everyone knows, a loyal customer base, an extensive network
of stores nationwide, efficient logistics and, of course, a professional and
tight-knit team.
During this time, the involvement of M.Video’s founders, Alexander
Tynkovan and Pavel Breev, in operational work was crucial. During the most
severe restrictions in the second quarter of 2020, their experience and
knowledge played a major role in the Group being able to navigate the crisis
successfully.
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In this challenging environment, M.Video–Eldorado demonstrated robust
growth in its business, once again confirming its leadership in innovation,
and the ability to anticipate and respond to new market challenges quickly.
M.Video–Eldorado was one of the few non-food retailers that retained staff
and expanded its business despite all the restrictions imposed. Our team’s
dedication throughout the year resulted in M.Video–Eldorado becoming one
of Russia’s largest retailers in terms of online sales.
In 2020, one of the Group’s priority focuses was to improve its corporate
governance system, and there were several key changes to the Board of
Directors. Enrique Fernandez, who previously served as the Group’s CEO for
many years, joined the Board. In August, the Group announced the creation
of a Strategy and Digital Transformation Committee under the Board, and
Alexander Tynkovan was elected its chairman. This move reaffirms our focus
on the further digital transformation and development of M.Video–Eldorado’s
online business. In 2021, we plan to continue developing the Group’s
corporate governance systems in line with international best practices.
Specifically, we intend to increase the proportion of independent directors
on M.Video–Eldorado’s Board, which will allow us to strengthen the expertise
that the Group will need in order to grow further.
The Group also bolstered its management team last year. In October,
Alexander Izosimov became the new CEO of M.Video–Eldorado Group.
His experience in developing rapidly growing businesses and his strategic
vision are fully in line with our leadership ambitions, which is particularly
important when the Group is starting a new page in its development with the
adoption of its Strategy 2025. Today, we can confidently say that M.Video–
Eldorado has one of the strongest teams in Russian retail.
Throughout the whole of 2020, the Group worked to identify new points of
long-term growth and formulated key development priorities. All this work
resulted in the approval in December of a new strategy. We have set the
ambitious goal of doubling GMV to RUB 1 trillion by the end of 2025, while
keeping the EBITDA margin at its historical high and debt comfortable.
Most importantly, the Group’s further development in accordance with the
strategy will help to simultaneously work towards the goals of doubling
the business and investing in further growth to deliver strong shareholder
returns. To this end, in early 2021, the Group adopted a new dividend policy
that reflects both its ability to generate significant free cash flow and its
confidence in the prospects for growth and business sustainability. M.Video–
Eldorado intends to make regular payments to shareholders of at least 100%
of IFRS (IAS) 17 net profit. This will enhance the appeal and transparency of
our investment track record for the entire market and enable the Group’s
shareholders to benefit from further growth in the business.
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The Company’s success is reflected today in the growing investor interest
in its shares. In March 2021, Safmar Group successfully placed 13.5%
of M.Video–Eldorado shares totaling RUB 17.6 billion via an SPO on the
Moscow Exchange. Leading international and Russian funds participated in
the offering, as did retail investors. The result of the placement was that we
doubled the share of M.Video–Eldorado stock in free float to 24%, which will
allow the shares’ liquidity to increase to the benefit of all shareholders.
As a strategic player in the market, we are fully aware of our responsibility
to a wide range of stakeholders, so we carefully evaluate and consider the
long-term positive effects of each strategic decision made by the Group.
In this regard, sustainable development issues have become not only an
integral part of our corporate culture and business model but also strategic
in nature. In early 2021, we adopted a sustainable development strategy with
specific goals to create value for partners and society as a whole as well as
reduce the environmental impact of our business and the entire consumer
electronics sector. Our social and environmental initiatives have already
gained widespread recognition in society, and we intend to continue working
on these issues and developing new products to achieve our strategic goals.
In conclusion, I am confident that the solid foundation built by our team
will enable M.Video–Eldorado to achieve all the strategic goals it has set,
while creating even greater value for our customers, employees, partners,
shareholders and society as a whole.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
OF M.VIDEO–ELDORADO GROUP,
ALEXANDER IZOSIMOV

Dear colleagues, shareholders, investors and partners,
It was an honor for me to take over the helm of M.Video–Eldorado Group
at one of the key moments in its history. The events of the past year have
tested the strength of retail as a whole and set in motion processes that
will result in a profound transformation of our industry. Amid the COVID-19
pandemic, we are facing new challenges: health risks, explosive demand for
online shopping and ultrafast delivery, and supply chain disruptions. Under
these conditions, the Group’s competitive advantages—our flexible hybrid
business model, innovative leadership, efficient fulfillment infrastructure
and a committed team of employees—have shone especially bright. As a
result, we have overcome challenges, achieved excellent results and set
the stage for continued profitable growth.

2020 results confirmed the resiliency of our hybrid
business model and its focus on technology
The Group’s GMV increased 15% from 2019 to RUB 505 billion, and our
number of active, identified customers increased to 19 million. At the same
time, we enjoyed strong financial results: adjusted EBITDA grew by 7% to
RUB 28 billion, and our adjusted EBITDA margin was 6.8%, which remains
one of the best results among global retailers in the consumer electronics
segment, especially in light of the extraordinary business conditions that
we experienced in 2020.
However, the year’s defining outcome was undoubtedly the accelerated
transformation of our business into a leading e-commerce platform. The
Group’s total online sales more than doubled to a record RUB 300 billion,
accounting for 60% of GMV, up from 33% in 2019. The mobile platform’s
turnover grew 2.5x to RUB 154 billion, and the number of installations of the
M.Video and Eldorado mobile customer apps nearly reached 7.8 million, a 5.5x
increase from the previous year. The explosive growth in our online business
was reflected in the jump in the Company’s market share in the online
segment of the Russian consumer electronics market to 33%, up from 20%
in 2019. At the same time, the size of total online turnover put M.Video–
Eldorado among some of the largest players in Russian e-commerce—not
only in our segment but also in Russian retail as a whole.

These results are a testament to our focused efforts to combine
technology with the expansion of our retail network, which today consists
of more than 1,000 stores throughout the country and a unique logistics
infrastructure with more than 1 million square meters in total fulfillment
area. This business model, which we call hybrid, enables us to adapt
quickly to changing market conditions and to maximize our competitive
advantages. We successfully launched new services such as remote video
consultations, introduced flexible modes of operations at our stores and
considerably strengthened our last-mile capabilities thanks to new delivery
and ordering partnerships.

OneRetail’s mobile technologies are the foundation
of our sustainable growth in new market conditions
Our achievements in 2020 created a strong foundation for the further
sustainable growth of our business, and two factors that we expect to drive
this growth are the dynamics of our market and the rapid development of the
Group’s business.
The Russian market for household appliances and electronics remains one
of the most attractive and most promising in the world. According to GfK
estimates, it may grow by about 30% in the next three years—from its current
RUB 2 trillion to RUB 2.7 trillion.1 The main driver of this growth, as expected, will
be e-commerce, but at the same time, both traditional and online shoppers
will continue to use the possibilities offered by brick-and-mortar stores as
pickup points or to test out products (even during the pandemic, more than
90% of M.Video–Eldorado customers purchasing appliances and electronics are
interacting with our stores in one way or another). This means that our hybrid
business model will continue to create a competitive advantage for us in terms
of both customer service and business efficiency.
The smartphone is becoming an increasingly important tool for making
purchases, which means it is therefore a key instrument in the competition
for customers. In developing the Group as a digital company, we rely on our
OneRetail technology platform, which includes a customer mobile app and a
sales consultant mobile app, as well as the M.Video and Eldorado websites.

1 Including 10% of market volume not covered by GfK’s panel.
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OneRetail technologies have solved the main problem facing retail companies:
identifying customers. Today e-com players are able to identify customers
through mobile apps or web-based personal accounts. OneRetail enables us
to do this across all sales channels, including in stores through the consultant
app, which has access to the same data as the customer app. This enables a
seamless customer experience in a single retail space regardless of the sales
channel, and it allows us to create a truly personalized shopping experience.

Our Hacking Retail strategy is the pathway to doubling
our business
We believe that further expansion of the OneRetail platform with a focus
on mobile technologies is the key to gaining unquestioned leadership in the
market and to creating what is known as a destination brand. This vision
is reflected in our new medium-term strategy, which we call Hacking Retail
or Retail Transformation. As part of the strategy, we have determined the
Group’s key goals: doubling our business to RUB 1 trillion in GMV by 2025,
maintaining an EBITDA margin in the range of 5%–7% and paying out dividends
at the level of at least 100% of IAS 17–based net profit1 while keeping debt at
a comfortable level.
First of all, we aim to create a user-friendly technological environment for
customers in which they can meet any need related to household appliances
and electronics. To do this, we are planning a major expansion of our
assortment from 75 thousand SKUs up to 250 thousand SKUs in the medium
term. We are going to accomplish this by using a marketplace model and
also by increasing the share of innovative and premium products in sales and
expanding our range of available services. We can not only offer customers
a wide range of products but also make the most of our advantages by
providing customers with expert support—a factor that plays a special role in
the consumer electronics market. Last year, we made 5 million deliveries and
completed almost 500 thousand installations of appliances and equipment in
customers’ homes. Our engineers and consultants are trusted experts, and
we intend to use this to strengthen our connection with customers and entice
them to come back to us again and again.
Second, we intend to do everything we can to ensure that the majority of
our customers shop exclusively on the OneRetail platform. Why? Because
these clients are the most loyal and the most active part of our customer
base. They get the most personalized, most innovative service available; as
a result, they are going to use our services more often and in larger volumes.
In addition to making purchases more frequently, OneRetail customers also
have an average check that is 46% higher than that of traditional customers.
Thus, an increase in the share of OneRetail business in our GMV will mean that
we are reaching a new level of loyalty, sustainability and monetization of our
entire customer base.
At the end of 2020, our OneRetail customers accounted for 42% of the total
base of our active identified customers. Our strategic goal is to increase
this figure to at least 85%. To do this, we have to provide customers with an
opportunity to use the full range of our services on a mobile platform—from
expert advice to purchase financing and delivery management.

We expect the rollout of the OneRetail platform at Eldorado to be one of our
most important growth drivers. At the same time, we plan to continue to work
on improving the personalization of the service and our price offer based on
artificial intelligence technologies and the introduction of innovations that
simplify the shopping process—for example, a single shopping cart and new
payment and credit options, among others.

projects to implementing a single ESG program integrated into all aspects of
the Group’s operations. During the year, we analyzed the key stages of value
creation for all Group stakeholders and focused on three areas in which we
can have the greatest impact on the world around us: the Planet, People and
Communities, and Contomers and technologies. For each of these areas, we
have formulated a number of goals; to achieve these goals, we are carrying
out specific projects that you can learn about in detail in this report.

Stores as part of our logistics infrastructure

The combination of a clear strategy and technological thinking with
a constant drive for the sustainability of our business gives us every
opportunity to further strengthen our leadership in Russian retail based on our
competitive advantages and profound expertise in the consumer electronics
retail market. At the same time, we intend to share the Company’s success
with our shareholders by paying out at least 100% of the Group’s net profit in
the form of dividends, while increasing the size of our business and improving
our financial results.

Today, at a time when consumers increasingly want to receive their purchases
“here and now,” it is critical for retailers to fight to ensure that deliveries
are fast and accurate. For us, a decisive advantage in this struggle is our
advanced logistics infrastructure, which includes our store network, where
about 46% of the Group’s inventory is concentrated. As of the end of 2020,
the Group covered 60% of the Russian population and 85% of orders with its
24-hour delivery. Orders that account for 34% of our GMV are available for
collection within 15 minutes. Although these results are unsurpassed among
Russian retailers, we are going to continue to improve them. As part of our
strategy, we have set a goal of increasing the share of orders available 15
minutes after purchase to over 50% of GMV. To achieve this goal, we are
going to expand our logistics network and ramp up the opening of new stores
that are more digitazed, more flexible and more convenient for our customers.
In the medium term, we want to open about 500 new stores and enter 100
new towns, expanding the option of delivery within 24 hours to cover 70% of
the Russian population. At the same time, we plan to further develop our lastmile capacities, expanding the delivery options available to customers and our
network of partner pickup points.
We believe that the OneRetail platform combined with well-developed
infrastructure is the very weapon that will enable us to win the battle for
customers and hack traditional retail, blurring the boundaries between online
and offline sales channels. OneRetail creates value not only for customers
but also for our vendors and suppliers. In an environment that has become
increasingly competitive for consumer attention, it is critical for vendors
to be able to present their products to customers in the best way possible.
And in this, nothing can help them more than our platform, which brings
together loyal customers and a wide range of expert customer support tools.

As such, I would like to note that in March 2021 Safmar Group (the company’s
majority shareholder) took an important step towards making our shares an
even more attractive investment proposition: it successfully placed 13.5% of
PJSC M.video shares totaling RUB 17.6 billion via an SPO. The offering, which
attracted significant interest from both international and Russian investors,
increased share liquidity and their availability to a wide range of investors as
we continue to implement initiatives to create shareholder value.
Without doubt, our successes in 2020 and the further development of
M.Video–Eldorado would have been impossible without the involvement and
hard work of our employees and partners. I would like to thank our entire
team, our vendors and merchants, as well as the Group’s shareholders for
their unsurpassed professionalism, trust and commitment to doing everything
for the achievement of our shared success.

Developing as a sustainable technology company
The accomplishment of our strategic objectives is impossible without
continuing the in-depth digitalization of customer service and all of the
Company’s business processes. In this regard, we are working hard to
carry out a large-scale digital transformation program, building up the
Group’s competence in software development and analysis, rebuilding our
IT architecture and promoting technological thinking at all levels of the
management structure.
Sustainability principles are also an important element of our strategy.
Last year, we formulated a sustainable development strategy for the Group
and are now moving from managing ESG tasks as a large number of discrete

1 Excluding the share of profit (loss) of associated enterprises and joint ventures.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Macroeconomic situation
In 2020, the main event affecting both individual sectors and economic
regions was the COVID-19 pandemic. The consumer electronics (CE) market
was no exception and underwent a major transformation during the year
amid new conditions for doing business and, of course, changes in the
customary way of life for most of the world’s population.
The pandemic accelerated numerous existing trends by several years and
set the stage for new ones that will affect how the CE market develops
in the near future and the medium term. One example of this is people
working and studying from home, as numerous companies and employees
became accustomed to the new normal of a completely remote or hybrid
work format. As a result, the accelerated transition to an online lifestyle
led to higher demand not only for equipment to create work and study
spaces at home but also for products that people specifically need to be
comfortable during their extended stay at home. As quarantine restrictions
were imposed, people began to pay more attention to their living conditions
and, as such, were more willing to invest in their own comfort, for example,
by buying higher-quality durable equipment.

40%
THE SHARE OF ONLINE COMMERCE IN THE CE SEGMENT IN 2020
Alongside the pandemic, other important macroeconomic trends that
affected the Group’s business in 2020 included:
Consumers are increasingly shopping online, which boosted the share of
online commerce in the CE segment to 40% of total market value in 2020.
The effect of all these structural changes will persist for years to come and
contribute to the further transformation of not only the CE market but also
the entire retail sector.

• 17% depreciation of the Russian ruble against the US dollar
• Growth in consumer inflation to 4.9%
• Continued easing of monetary policy
• Launch of a preferential mortgage lending program
• Deferred demand as quarantine restrictions were eased

Key macroeconomic indicators for 2020, %

Inflation rate

Change in real GDP

-3.1%

2020

Nominal growth of retail trade turnover
2020
2019

-4.1%

4.9%

2020

+2.0%

2019

Real growth of disposable income

2019

3.0%

1.0%

Unemployment rate

2020
2019

-3.5%

2019

USD/RUB exchange rate (yearly average), RUB

6.5%

2020

64.7

72.3

2020
2019

4.6%

5.8%

Source: Rosstat, Bank of Russia, IMF.
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CE market in 2020: strong growth despite pandemic challenges

CE markets 2020, USD bln, (GfK research data)

CE market annual turnover in 2015–2020,
RUB bln (Source: GfK)

China

207.4

USA
Germany
Japan
India
UK
Brazil
France
Russia
Italy

70.7
70.6
63.7
48.9
37.5
37.1
25.4
22.1

258.4

CAGR +10%
2020

9

#

MARKET GLOBALLY

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015

1.5
1.5
1.3
1.2
1.1

CE market quarterly turnover in 2018–2020,
RUB bln (Source: GfK)

617
464

1.8
384

Q2

324

320

306
Q1

405

381

340

312

476

455

Q3

Q4

2018

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

2019

Q2

Q3

Q4

2020

Russia is one of the largest and fastest-growing consumer electronics
markets in the world. GfK has estimated it at more than USD 25 billion,
making it one of the 10 largest markets globally.
Key segments of consumer electronics sales are:
• Telecommunication equipment and products (smartphones/phones,
wearable smart gadgets and accessories)
• IT/office equipment (laptops, desktops, printers and peripherals)
• Major home electrical appliances (refrigerators, stoves and washing
machines)
• Small home appliances (for kitchens, homes and personal care)
• Consumer electronics/photo (audio and video players and devices,
cameras and accessories)
The market of consumer electronics and home appliances grew steadily
in 2020. According to GfK, it expanded by 22% year-on-year in value terms
and 1% year-on-year in volume terms. Over the past five years, its average
annual growth rate in ruble-equivalent value terms was 10%.
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All segments experienced double-digit growth. However, the pandemic
and self-isolation measures altered shopping behavior and, consequently,
the breakdown of consumer demand. While over the last few years the
fastest-growing segment was telecom products, during self-isolation
and the transition to remote working, demand also soared in major home
electrical appliances (+29% in value terms), IT/office equipment (+28%)
and small home appliances (+27%). Notably, premium goods primarily
accounted for the greater demand for the main categories of consumer
electronics.
Self-isolation and quarantine restrictions accelerated the transition of
retailers to online shopping. According to GfK, during the first weeks of
quarantine, online sales soared to 60%–70% of total CE market turnover
and remained at 40% even after the main restrictions were lifted, well above
pre-pandemic levels. This shows that the Russian CE market has made a
structural leap in the transition to online shopping.

Home appliance market trends in 2020 by key sectors
in value terms, y-o-y (Source: GfK)
SDA

IT/OE

+27%

+28%

CE

Telecom

+14%

+17%

MDA

+29%
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Telecommunication products
According to GfK, in recent years, telecom products have been the main driver
of the CE market. However, as quarantine restrictions were imposed, shoppers
shifted their focus to products needed for working from home.
Nevertheless, the segment continued to grow steadily in value terms, by 17%
year-on-year, despite a 7% decline in commercial product units sold.

IT and office equipment

Tablet sales, RUB bln

Within this segment, smartphones remain the top-selling product. However,
they have now become fairly common in the Russian market, so most sales
now are due to consumers replacing old models with new ones. While Apple and
Samsung remain the market leaders, Chinese brands continue to expand into
the market, offering devices that perform well at lower prices.

42 +34%

2019
2020

+17%

31

~2,600,000 pcs

INCREASE IN TELECOMMUNICATION PRODUCTS IN THE RUSSIAN MARKET
IN VALUE TERMS

RUSSIAN TABLET MARKET VOLUME

Smartphone sales, RUB bln

Sales in the segment were bolstered primarily by the need to update
or replace devices that have become unserviceable. In addition, the
replacement of computers with smartphones, which are able to handle most
of the average user’s needs, had a noticeable impact. Despite this, demand
for laptops surged in 2020 (+53% year-on-year in value terms) as people
began working remotely.

Laptop sales, RUB bln

597 +18.8%

2020
2019

Following global trends, the IT and office equipment segment of the Russian
market has shrunk in recent years due to market saturation and competition
from telecom products. However, demand for laptops spiked in 2020, as
employees self-isolated and transitioned to working from home. According
to GfK, over the year, the segment expanded by 28% in value terms and 5%
in volume terms.

502

In 2020, the Russian tablet market expanded by 10% year-on-year to
2.6 million tablets in volume terms and 34% year-on-year in value terms to
around RUB 42 billion. At M.Video–Eldorado, demand for tablets grew by 14%
in units and 45% in value. Tablets were among the most popular technical
consumer products in 2020, as Russians purchased them as an additional
screen for remote work, learning tasks, watching videos, chatting and
mobile games.
The average ticket across the telecom category grew by around 28% to
RUB 16,500 due to increased interest in devices in the middle and upper price
ranges. People are investing in such items for the long term and want a
device with a large, high-quality screen, high level of performance and broad
range of functions. For the third year in a row, Huawei maintained its lead in
the Russian market in terms of items sold, followed by Samsung and Apple.

171 +53%

2020
2019

112

+28%
EXPANSION OF IT AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT SEGMENT OF THE RUSSIAN
MARKET IN VALUE TERMS

.
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Major home appliances
In 2020, demand for major home appliances soared as a result of people
self-isolating amid quarantine restrictions. Over the year, the segment
expanded by 29% in value terms and 20% in volume terms. Another reason
for the greater demand was the ruble’s depreciation in early 2020, as
consumers moved to make purchases before prices increased.
The Russian electronics market has a low degree of penetration—around
30%—the level of households and per capita spending, in the conventional
categories of major and small home appliances, such as microwaves and
dishwashers, as well as new products and solutions, such as built-in top
ranges, air conditioners and dishwashers. As such, these products are
expected to remain in stable demand in the foreseeable future, while their
share of all major home appliances will increase.

The small home appliances segment saw the third highest growth in the
market in 2020, as sales rose by 27% in value terms and 11% in volume terms.
Driving the increase were new and innovative products such as handheld and
robot vacuum cleaners, hot drink machines and dental care devices.

+29%
EXPANSION OF HOME APPLIANCES SEGMENT
OF THE RUSSIAN MARKET IN VALUE TERMS

In the foreseeable future, the market is poised to see further growth in sales
of products for personal hygiene, personal care and healthy lifestyles.

Sales of tumble dryers and washing machines, RUB bln

87 +27%

2020
2019

Small home appliances

68

Sales of cooking items, RUB bln

16.5 +25.1%

2020
2019

13.1

+27%
EXPANSION OF SMALL HOME APPLIANCES SEGMENT
OF THE RUSSIAN MARKET IN VALUE TERMS
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+14%
EXPANSION OF CONSUMER ELECTRONICS AND PHOTOGRAPHY
EQUIPMENT SEGMENT OF THE RUSSIAN MARKET IN VALUE TERMS

Consumer electronics / photography
GfK has reported that, in 2020, the consumer electronics and photography
equipment segment expanded by 14% in value terms and 11% in volume terms.
Flat-screen TVs accounted for the overwhelming share of sales in this category,
at almost 80%.
4K technology is gradually gaining in popularity, partly due to lower prices
for devices with 4K functions. In addition, there has been increasing demand
for virtual assistant technology, making smart speakers with voice assistant
functions one of the fastest-growing product groups in the segment in 2020.
In 2020, the share of digital cameras in the value of sales continued the
downward trend seen in recent years. For the year, digital cameras accounted
for 3% of total consumer electronics / photography sales by value, mainly due
to the high quality of photos taken on mobile phones.
Demand for game consoles remains stable: this product’s share of sales has
been unchanged at 6% in value terms over the past three years.
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ONLINE SALES
TAKE CENTER STAGE

12%

12%

16%
7%
8%

12%
14%
21%

22%
26%
33%

54%
34%
37%

25%
26%
34%

21%
21%
25%

37%
23%
25%

Purchase

5%
6%
12%

Search

11%
9%
12%

OFFLINE

2020

19%
21%
27%

2019

40%

2018

38%
43%
51%

Online sales share by country

22%
26%

The most obvious trend caused by the restrictions due to COVID-19 was
growth in online sales. Within the first few days of isolation, numerous
omnichannel market players managed to adapt to the new conditions
and began focusing on online sales. Retailers that had devoted significant
attention to this before the pandemic gained a competitive edge. As a result
of the restrictions, GfK estimates that the share of online sales reached
60%–70% in the first weeks when people began self-isolating. More
importantly, though, even after the strictest restrictions were lifted, the
share of online sales remained around 40%, well above the 25%–30% seen
in early 2020, before the pandemic.

Search offline –
purchase offline
Russia

Brazil

South Africa

Poland

Turkey

France

Germany

UK

Italy

Japan

China

USA*

Share of customers in Russia using both offline
and online before making a purchase1

37%

Search online and offline –
purchase offline

73%
36%

Search online and offline –
purchase online

ONLINE

15%
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15%

Search online –
purchase online

In 2020, online sales of electronics and home appliances in Russia continued
to grow faster than the rest of the market, soaring by 88% in value terms
while store sales declined by 1%.
According to a study by IRC LLC,1 the share of Russian consumers who used
both online and offline channels to find information about a product in 2020
was high, at 73%. Only 15% of shoppers search for product information and
then purchase it exclusively online.

+88%
GROWTH OF ONLINE SALES OF ELECTRONICS AND HOME APPLIANCES

This means that hybrid business models have an advantage over online
formats in the consumer electronics market, as they better meet the needs
of consumers. By seamlessly combining the online format with actual stores,
M.Video–Eldorado offers customers flexible opportunities for interaction to
maximize the benefits of both formats.

This phenomenon can be attributed to cultural differences, the wide
availability of traditional stores and consumer caution about credit card
purchases. The Russian market ranks third (behind only the US and UK).
GfK has reported that, in 2020, online sales amounted to 40% of overall
market turnover in Russia.

While online sales are growing globally, the share of online consumer
electronics retail varies markedly across the world. For example, in certain
Western countries (the US and UK), it exceeds 50%, while Internet sales in
countries such as South Africa, Turkey, Italy and Japan make up less than 20%.

1 According to study of consumer behavior in the market of household appliances and electronics conducted by IRC LLC
in 16 cities with a population of more than 500 thousand people. Base: buyers who made a purchase in the CE market in the previous
six months, men and women, aged 18–55. Data was collected between March and November 2020.
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GROWTH OUTLOOK
FOR RUSSIAN CE MARKET

60%
SHARE OF ONLINE SALES IN CE MARKET BY 2025 (GFK)

The Russian market for CE products has significant potential for growth
in both traditional subsegments and those offering innovative products.
GfK has forecast average annual market growth for 2020–2025 of 5.6%,
the second highest after Brazil.
Further growth in Russia’s CE market will continue to be driven by the low
penetration of goods in household expenses as compared with peers.

CE markets CAGR 2020–2024 in local currency (%)
Brazil

5.0%–5.6%

USA

4.5%

China

3.3%

UK

Italy
Germany
India

(0.2)%

GfK has forecast the share of online sales in Russia at 60% by 2025.
The global trend of further developing marketplaces will also be evident in
the country. However, given the complexity of the consumer electronics
categories and the need to view a product range before making a purchase,
as well as receive additional expert advice and maintenance, the share
of specialized chains that combine online and offline sales will also surge.

6.7%

Russia

France

Russia’s CE market has a high propensity for innovation and will largely
continue to develop thanks to growth in new product categories. While
categories such as gaming devices, drones and smart homes currently have
a small market share, they are expanding rapidly and outpacing average
market growth rates.

3.2%
2.2%
2.0%
1.5%

Dynamics of the CE market, RUB trn (GfK)

2025

60%

2024

57%

2023

54%

2022

48%

2021

44%

2020

40%

2019

26%

40%
43%
46%
52%
56%
60%

1.7

74%

Japan

(0.7)%

Online

Offline

Dynamics of the CE market structure, % (GfK)

2.7
2.5
2.3
2.2
2.1
2.0

2025

54%

10%

36%

2024

54%

9%

37%

2023

52%

2022

51%

2021

50%

2020

49%

2019

46%
National chains

8%
7%

40%
42%

7%

43%

4%

47%

3%

51%
Marketplace

Others1

1 Per GfK classification, includes regional chains, other pure players, CSS, operators, other OER/TCR and all others.
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HACKING RETAIL
GROWTH STRATEGY

The rapid development of technology is constantly changing the rules of
the game in business and consumer behavior. We believe that only the most
flexible and innovative players will be able to succeed in such an environment.
M.Video–Eldorado’s medium-term strategy is built on using our leadership
in innovation and efficient model to double business volumes and generate
high shareholder returns. We call this strategy “Hacking Retail” because we
believe that OneRetail’s mobile-first hybrid business model will enable us
to hack traditional retail, while blurring the boundaries between traditional
business channels and online sales as well as creating a better service for
our customers.

Our strategy aims to strengthen the Group’s position
as the number one choice for Russians’ consumer
electronics needs. M.Video–Eldorado’s updated strategy1
has set the goal of doubling the size of the business by
increasing the Group’s GMV to RUB 1 trillion by 2025.
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Like the hybrid business model that combines online and offline shopping
experiences, the Group’s strategy is based on customers’ needs and
aims to increase market share and create competitive advantages by
meeting the changing needs of consumers at all stages of interaction:
we help consumers to discover, select, purchase and choose their preferred
fulfilment option.
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We are also aiming to maintain a high operating profit
margin and comfortable leverage ratio, as well as pay
annual dividends of at least 100% of IAS 17–based net
profit.
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Alexander Izosimov,
CEO of M.Video–Eldorado Group
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Effective
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1 Approved by the Board of Directors of the Group on December 17, 2020.
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STRATEGIC AIM: SCALE UP
AND ENHANCE GROWTH “FLYWHEEL”
Strategic initiative #2

Strategic initiative #1
We intend to scale up these advantages and maximize the efficiency of
OneRetail technologies at each stage of the customer journey, as we move
toward three key overarching objectives, each of which has its own strategic
initiatives.
As part of our goal of doubling the size of the business, we are harnessing
the Group’s key competitive advantages: advanced technology, effective
logistics, famous brands and engaged people.

Ensuring full coverage of customers’
needs for technology and electronics
by creating the widest assortment in
the market and increasing the share of
innovative and premium products in the
range.

Moving all transactions to a mobile
platform by developing a mobile platform
to give customers the best experience and
access to all our products and services via
a smartphone.

TRANSACTION

Engaged people

Strategic initiative #3

Having any order ready for pickup
or delivery in 15 minutes by developing
the logistics platform.

Famous brands

Ensuring full coverage of customers’ needs for technology and electronics
Key initiatives
Tight integration of all transaction points
into OneRetail platform including launch
of “single basket”

Launch of AI-driven personalized offering

DISCOVERY & CHOICE

FULFILLMENT

Moving all transactions
to a mobile platform

Ensuring full coverage of customers’
needs for technology and electronics

Key initiatives
Expand CE assortment and
share of premium and innovative products
Continue to roll out and enhance mobile platform,
incl. further development of digitally assisted consultations

Advanced technology

HACKING RETAIL

Enhance easy checkout at any touchpoint with
multiple payment options

Key initiatives

ONERETAIL

Further scaling our network to provide flexibility and increasing
adaptability of the logistics platform
Further enhance delivery experience
Develop advanced complementary after-sales services

Effective logistics
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OVERARCHING OBJECTIVES
AND STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
Discovery & Choice

Transaction

Comprehensive coverage of customers’
needs for technology and electronics

Expanding the technology product range and increasing
the share of innovative and premium categories

Scaling and developing a mobile platform, including digitally
assisted consultations for customers

Fulfillment

Continued focus on high-growth premium and
innovative categories

We are committed to creating an environment for our customers that fulfills
any requirement for household appliances and electronics. This means
providing access to the widest range of technology and innovative products,
as well as offering quality consultation support and the ability to choose an
optimal solution. In doing so, we increase customer loyalty, reduce the risk
of losing customers to competitors and strengthen the perception of our
brands as the touchpoint for meeting any consumer electronics needs.

250 ths SKUs

As technology expands further into people’s lives, innovative and premium
products, such as smart home devices and solutions, speakers with virtual
assistants, healthcare wearables and home robotic appliances, are becoming
an increasingly important driver of our market. In 2020, in the midst of the
pandemic, demand increased sevenfold in volume terms for smart home
products and fourfold for smart speakers. We are aiming to increase the share
of premium and innovative products in our assortment from 21% in 2020 to 27%
in the medium term. Since innovative products are increasingly complex, one of
the Group’s key competitive advantages is our extensive ability to provide expert
support to customers through consultations, both online and in stores.

SMART HOME INSTALLATIONS

Share of innovative and premium products

PRODUCT RANGE IN THE MEDIUM TERM

Significant expansion of CE assortment
The Group’s key goal in this regard is to more than triple the product range
from 75,000 SKUs at the end of 2020 to around 250,000 SKUs in the medium
term. We plan to achieve this by developing our endless shelf (selling goods
from warehouses of accredited suppliers through the Group and on its
terms and conditions), as well as our own marketplace specializing in CE
(see “Further development of partnerships with suppliers”, page 83).

HACKING RETAIL

Innovative/premium products:

REMOTE SECURITY SERVICES AND MONITORING

2020

14%

21%

7%

MID-TERM

17%

27%

10%

HOME ROBOTIC APPLIANCES

HEALTHCARE WEARABLES
Innovative products

Premium products
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Scaling and developing the mobile platform
The ability to quickly navigate a wide range of information, appliances and
technology is becoming an increasingly difficult task, even for the most
sophisticated customers. We are developing our mobile platform to make
the OneRetail journey as efficient and valuable as possible for everyone.
For us, the core elements of the customer experience are the customer
mobile app and the sales consultant app, which can replace or supplement
the customer app for store visitors (see “Unique customer experience
through seamless integration of online and offline channels”, page 67).
Our strategic goal is to expand the reach of the sales consultant app to
the Group’s entire retail network in the medium term, rolling it out at both
new M.Video stores and all existing and new Eldorado stores. Simultaneously,
in response to new customer needs, we are continuing to improve the
functionality of both applications, enhancing personalization of the service,
increasing the speed and accuracy of product searches and expanding the
ability to use smartphones in stores.

Development of digitally assisted consultations for
customers
Support from sales consultants enables customers to make better
decisions more quickly. Customers also appreciate being able to choose
an item with an expert, which increases their psychological comfort when
making expensive purchases. As a result, the average ticket and number
of items per order for purchases made with the help of a consultant
significantly exceed the corresponding indicators for individual purchases.
The Group is aiming to increase the number of purchases made annually
with the help of consultations to 16 million in the medium term, up from
8.7 million in 2020. To this end, we are developing digital customer support
services, such as digitally assisted consultations, a web chat, telephone
consultations and in-person store consultations, all of which we launched
successfully in 2020. We are also launching new user-friendly services,
including smart chatbots.

Aim —

16 mln purchases

MADE ANNUALLY WITH THE HELP OF CONSULTATIONS
IN THE MEDIUM TERM

1 As of the end of 2020, the sales consultant app was being used at all M.Video stores (about 50% of the Group’s stores).

Further rollout of mobile platform across our
store network and evolution of mobile platform
functionality to transform customer experience

50%

100%
Personalization of price, product, content

2020

Mid-term

Single basket app to app

In-store customer app

1,074
Stores

HACKING RETAIL

1,600
Stores

Smart adaptive search based on promos, stock, presence of product,
preferences, best value
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OVERARCHING OBJECTIVES
AND STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
Discovery & Choice

Moving all sales to a mobile platform
Launch of AI-driven personalized offering

Transaction
Fulfillment

Launch of single basket to lead tighter integration
of all transaction points into OneRetail platform

Enhance easy checkout at any transaction point with
multiple payment options

Enhance easy checkout at any transaction point with
multiple payment options
The payment stage is one of the most important components of the
customer journey. For that reason, we are committed to providing customers
with various and convenient ways to pay for and finance a purchase,
regardless of where they are located or how they prefer to pay. Just like
with the app or website, most in-store transactions are done online and
are contactless. People can pay for a purchase in-store without going to
the checkout counter by simply using their smartphones to visit a payment
link provided by a sales consultant. We provide our customers with the
opportunity to pay for items on credit by filling out loan applications online or
offline. The Group has plans to provide a service of preapproved credit limits
or installments for identified customers and also launch virtual credit cards,
instant credit accounts and other innovative options.

Enhancing the checkout experience
using new payment options

FASTER PAYMENTS SYSTEM

We believe the mobile platform is our most flexible and powerful tool for
creating the best shopping experience. To this end, the Group will seek
to encourage more customers to use the customer and sales consultant
mobile apps at all points of purchase. Working towards this overarching goal
will help us to continue increasing customer loyalty while maintaining sales
efficiency.

Launch of AI-driven personalized offering
AI-powered tools will become the foundation of the Group’s personalized
marketing and assortment management. Machine learning and data analysis
algorithms enable us to create tailored offers for OneRetail customers1
that take into account shoppers’ history of interaction with our brands.
Customers can then receive offers for products and accessories of
interest, as well as attractive prices that reflect individual discounts and
accumulated bonus points. As a result, we expect shifting sales to the
mobile platform could increase conversion rates by 0.35–0.5 p.p. as well as
support sales margins.
1 Authorized customers who have made at least one purchase in the previous year through websites, user apps and merchant apps.

HACKING RETAIL

Launch of single basket to lead tighter integration
of all transaction points into OneRetail platform
The Group aims to increase the share of purchases made through the
OneRetail platform (purchases by identified users through customer and
consultant mobile apps and websites) from 42% in 2020 to over 85% in
the medium term. As of the end of 2020, the number of active identified
customers had grown to 18.7 million,2 of which 42% were OneRetail
customers. During the year, the overall number of OneRetail customers
increased by almost 79%.
Using the OneRetail platform, we aim to unify all points of purchase in an
environment centered around the single basket. This service will enable our
customers to freely add to and continue to update their baskets from any
touchpoint with us, both online or offline. The introduction of the single
basket is critical to creating a seamless online and offline experience, while
increasing customer satisfaction and customers’ desire to make purchases
using the OneRetail platform.

PAYMENT VIA CHAT

PAYMENT WITH CONNECTED CARD

LOANS AT ANY TRANSACTION POINT

USE OF PREAPPROVED CREDIT LIMITS

2 Authorized customers who have made at least one purchase in any sales channel in the previous year.
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OVERARCHING OBJECTIVES
AND STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
Discovery & Choice

Orders available for delivery and pickup within
15 minutes
Scaling the network and increasing the flexibility and
adaptability of the logistics platform

Transaction
Improving the shopping experience through order fulfillment

Developing additional order fulfillment services

Fulfillment

Improving the shopping experience through order
fulfillment
The last mile of the customer experience is a crucial part of our strategy.
To further enhance our customers’ delivery experience, we plan to increase
the number of pickup points via new partnerships to more than 100,000
in the medium term from 55,000 as of the end of 2020.
In 2020, we launched a delivery service for digital and home appliances weighing
up to 20 kg in partnership with taxi aggregator services, and we have made good
progress with the project. We continue to develop all types of courier services
in line with our strategy, with a particular emphasis on eco-friendly delivery
methods such as couriers on foot or bicycle. We are also planning to actively
invest in developing a courier application that can track orders in real time,
has a chat function and offers the option of adjusting orders.

>

100 ths partnership pickup points

INCREASE FROM 55,000 AS OF THE BEGINNING OF 2021
The speed and timeliness of order fulfillment determines how competitive
retailers are and which ones customers choose. We believe it is a key
advantage for the Group to have an extensive retail network that is fully
integrated with its online platform. Our infrastructure already enables us to
ensure that in most Russian cities, 34% of orders are ready within 15 minutes
for pickup from a store after they are placed online. The Group also intends
to provide customers with a wide range of delivery or pickup options to
ensure even greater comfort and an overall high level of satisfaction with
their purchases.

In terms of developing the logistics platform, the Group’s main goal is to
increase the share of orders ready for pickup within 15 minutes after being
placed from 34% of GMV at the end of 2020 to more than 50% in the medium
term. Inventory management efficiency needs to be significantly improved
to achieve this goal. To this end, we are paying greater attention to digital
logistics technologies, including AI-powered solutions. As of the end of 2020,
demand forecasting algorithms covered about 50% of the Group’s product
range. Further expanding their use will substantially increase the accuracy of
stock placement. In addition, we use AI technologies to better use warehouse
space, which also improves the efficiency of all logistics.

Scaling the retail network and increasing the flexibility
and adaptability of the logistics platform
As of the start of 2021, the Group could provide around 60% of the Russian
population with delivery within 24 hours from the moment their orders were
placed, which is something that no other Russian online retailers can do.
We are planning to substantially increase our network’s reach by developing
our presence in regions outside Moscow and St. Petersburg. The Group is
aiming to open over 500 new stores in more than 100 new cities in the medium
term (in addition to the 279 cities where we were already operating as of
December 31, 2020), thereby increasing its ability to deliver goods within
24 hours to more than 70% of the Russian population. The store network will
mainly expand as a result of small-format Eldorado 250 stores, which already
proved effective in 2020.

HACKING RETAIL

LARGE NETWORK OF PICKUP POINTS

>

500 new stores

IN THE MEDIUM TERM

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY DELIVERY
OPTIONS

END-TO-END REAL-TIME TRACKING OF ORDERS, CHAT WITH
COURIER, ONLINE ADJUSTMENT OF ORDERS VIA CUSTOMER
APP
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TECHNOLOGY: THE FOUNDATION
FOR THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
OF THE ONERETAIL PLATFORM
Innovation and technological development are an
integral part of all the Group’s strategic initiatives.
M.Video–Eldorado has always actively invested in
developing IT systems, which has enabled the Group
to successfully scale up its business by launching
innovative products and services.

In an effort to speed up the introduction of technological solutions (time to
market), we are developing an approach powered by microservice and agile
product teams. Priority areas for the expansion of technological systems
include:

• Mobile platform and a seamless space for OneRetail;
• Development of CE marketplace solution;
• Further development of AI-driven predictive instruments for both
stock management and pricing;

As we develop the OneRetail platform,
we adhere to the principles of the autonomy
and portability of technologies, which creates
the potential for us to apply this platform
to retail businesses outside the CE segment.

• Migration of Eldorado onto OneRetail technological stack.

Investments in proprietary software development
and increase in tech personnel
We believe the Group’s further digital transformation as a tech company
is a key strategic objective. To this end, we plan to expand our IT team and
in-house capabilities to create high-quality tech products and solutions.
Our strategy calls for increasing the number of our tech personnel from 487
employees at the end of 2020 to more than 1,000 employees by the end of
2021. The share of in-house developments in the Group’s total spending on
software development is set to increase to 53% by the end of 2021. We are
also continuing to scale up our product approach, which includes building
agile product teams responsible for the continuous development of key IT
products.

HACKING RETAIL
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STRATEGY OF PROFITABLE GROWTH:
MEASURING OUR SUCCESS

Key medium-term performance indicators
Alongside the goal of doubling the size of our business and our strategic
overarching objectives, we have established a number of KPIs that enable us
to more accurately assess the success of our strategy.
The Group plans to increase the number of loyal active customers from
19 million to 25 million, partly by boosting the share of OneRetail customers
from 42% to more than 85% in the medium term. We believe that the further
transformation of our business and the dynamic development of the mobile
platform will enable us to boost the share of total online sales to more than
85% of GMV (60% in 2020) and the share of sales through the mobile platform
to 60% of GMV (31%). We also intend to increase the proportion of orders
available within 15 minutes after being placed from 34% of GMV in 2020 to
more than 50% of GMV.

The Group firmly believes that these operational goals must be achieved in
conjunction with strong financial results and strong financial discipline.
We expect our EBITDA margin to remain in the historical range of 5%–7%.
We plan to maintain a comfortable debt profile, with an IAS 17–based net debt /
IAS 17–based EBITDA ratio of less than 2.0x, and we do not intend to increase
CAPEX to more than 2% of GMV annually.
In addition to its financial goals, the Group has adopted a new dividend
policy that calls for the allocation of at least 100% of its IAS 17–based net
profit1 for dividend payment.

Financial KPIs
Mid-term

Operational KPIs
2020 / Mid-term

NUMBER OF IDENTIFIED ACTIVE
CUSTOMERS

19 MLN /

25

MLN

SHARE OF ONERETAIL
CUSTOMERS2

42% /

85%+

TOTAL ONLINE SALES

60% /

85%+

MOBILE PLATFORM SALES

1 Net profit adjusted for profit/(loss) in related and joint ventures.

31% /

60%

EBITDA MARGIN

500

~

RUB BLN IN 2020

GMV
~2X GROWTH
OF THE BUSINESS

1,000

~

RUB BLN IN 2025

MODERATE CAPEX

SUSTAINABLE AND
ATTRACTIVE DIVIDENDS

NET DEBT / EBITDA
15 MIN ORDER AVAILABILITY

34% /

50%+

5%–7%
<2.0 % OF

GMV

Payout of 100%
of net profit

<2.0 X

2 OneRetail customers are identified active customers making purchases through the Group’s mobile apps or websites.
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COMMITMENT
TO SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

Sustainable development is an integral part of the Group’s strategy.
We recognize our responsibility to society and aim to attain leading
positions in sustainable development by promoting social and
environmental responsibility through everything we do.

DECENT WORK
AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH

Our approach in this regard is becoming more organized and structured,
as reflected in both the public’s recognition of our social and environmental
initiatives and our adoption of new and even more ambitious challenges
and obligations. In early 2021, the Group approved a sustainability strategy
that identifies key priorities and focuses for development: our Planet,
People and Communities, Customers and technologies. The Group has
also prioritized the UN Sustainable Development Goals to which it will
make significant and tangible contributions for the global sustainable
development agenda (see “Sustainability Strategy,” page 143).

CLIMATE
ACTION

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION AND
PRODUCTION

PARTNERSHIPS
TO ACHIEVE
SHARED GOALS

REDUCING
INEQUALITY
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M.VIDEO–ELDORADO
GROUP MANAGEMENT

Alexander Izosimov
CEO, Chairman of
the Management Board
of PJSC M.video

Alexander has over 20 years of experience in management positions
and as a member of the doard of directors in various industries.

M.Video–Eldorado Group is managed by a skilled team of professionals with
many years of experience in positions of leadership and broad knowledge of
how to lead companies within various industries. In 2020, the configuration
of the Group’s management team underwent a number of important
changes in order to achieve the following key strategic objectives:
• Further development of the OneRetail model and digital transformation of
the Group’s business;
• Strengthening the Company’s leading position as an online player in the
Russian home appliances and electronics market;
• Growth in shareholder value and the liquidity of the Company’s shares.
Key business decisions taken by the Group’s operating companies are made
at the level of the executive bodies of PJSC M.video, in particular by the
Company’s Management Board and sole executive bodies.
As part of the management strategy for the Group’s two brands, M.Video’s
operating retail business is headed up by Managing Director Dagmara
Ivanova, and the Eldorado brand’s business is headed up by Managing
Director Sergey Li. The managing directors of both brands report directly to
the Group’s CEO, Alexander Izosimov. The Group’s Chief Financial Officer is
Ekaterina Sokolova.

He began his management career in 1991 at the Stockholm office
of McKinsey & Company. In 1995, he received his MBA from the
INSEAD business school and then resumed his role at McKinsey &
Company’s London office.
In 1996, he joined the Russian division of Mars Inc., where he held
the positions of Planning Manager, CFO, Sales Director and General
Director. Then, in 2001, he joined the board of Mars Inc, as the
Regional President for the CIS, Central Europe and Scandinavia.
Between 2003 and 2011, he headed up OJSC VimpelCom as both
CEO and President.
Since 2011, Alexander has focused on working on various boards
of directors and at different times has been a member of the
Boards of such companies as Ericsson AB, MTG AB, East Capital AB,
Transcom Worldwide SpA, Teleopti AB and Baltika. He is currently a
member of the Board of Directors of EVRAZ Plc, Nilar AB, Hövding
Sverige AB and is on the Supervisory Board of the Moscow Exchange
(MOEX).
In October 2020, he became the CEO of M.Video–Eldorado Group.

More information is available in the «Corporate Governance” section on page 88.
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Ekaterina Sokolova
Chief Financial Officer,
Member of the Management Board
of PJSC M.video

Ms. Sokolova has 20 years of experience in finance. She began her
career at Deloitte, where she spent eight years working in various
departments.
In 2004, she moved to TNK-BP during the merger of TNK and BP,
where she headed up the financial service for the retail business.
After six years, she became the head of the finance function for the
processing and trading unit.
As a result of TNK-BP’s merger with Rosneft, Ms. Sokolova took
a similar position in 2013 as the head of finance for the processing
and trading unit.

Dagmara Ivanova
Managing Director of the M.Video
brand, Member of the Management
Board of PJSC M.video

Sergey Li
Managing Director of Eldorado,
Member of the Management Board
of PJSC M.video

Dagmara graduated from the Faculty of Mechanics and
Mathematics of Moscow State University in 2002.

Mr. Li has held managerial positions in household appliances and
consumer electronics companies for over 15 years.

She has over 20 years of experience working in and leading
companies in the consumer and retail sector.

Before moving to Eldorado, he worked as Director of the Consumer
Electronics Division of M.Video.

She served as Marketing Director at a number of large Russian and
international companies, including X5 Retail Group, Tsentrobuv and
Orkla (Norway).

From 2004 to 2008, he held the positions of Manager and Executive
Director of Eldorado and Sulpak (Kazakhstan); from 2001 to 2004,
he was responsible for business development at the Philips
Consumer Electronics Export representative office in Russia.

Prior to joining M.Video–Eldorado Group, Dagmara held the position
of Senior Vice President at Svyaznoy-Euroset (until 2018 when she
became the Commercial Director of Svyaznoy).

He graduated from the Moscow Technical University of
Communications and Informatics.

In the middle of 2019, she joined M.Video as Deputy Managing
Director and was appointed as Managing Director of the M.Video
brand in February 2020.

On 1 January 2018, Mr. Li was appointed Managing Director
of Eldorado, where he is responsible for operational management
of the company, retail and marketing, and customer service.

She joined M.Video in 2016 as Finance Director.
She holds an MBA from California State University, ACCA
(Association of Chartered Certified Accountants) professional
certification, as well as certificates of participation in INSEAD
programmes in France and Singapore and at the Kellogg School of
Management in the United States.
She is currently the Chief Financial Officer of M.Video–Eldorado
Group.
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Alexander Sokolovsky
Chief Information Officer

Alexander Sokolovsky has been the head of M.Video–Eldorado
Group’s integrated IT Department since the middle of 2020 and is
responsible for improvements to the technological platform and
overall technological development of both the Company as a whole
and the two distinct retail brands.
Prior to joining M.Video–Eldorado, Alexander held the position
of Managing Director at SberDevices (Sberbank ecosystem).
In 2002, he graduated from in February 2020 State Aerospace
University with a degree in Automated Information Processing
and Control Systems and has over 20 years of experience in the IT
field, including in the field of digital transformation, microservice
architecture development and the creation of platforms for working
with big data.
He has held executive positions in leading companies in Russia
(Sberbank, Leroy Merlin, Russian Direct Investment Fund, EPAM
Systems), France and Kazakhstan.

Victoria Kunina
Director of Digital Transformation

Victoria has over 15 years of professional experience and extensive
expertise in project management and the implementation of largescale transformational changes.
In 2004, Victoria joined Deloitte, where she worked for five years as
a consultant for transforming logistics and production processes,
and for implementing data and technological systems.
She joined M.Video in 2009 and worked her way up from project
manager to department director, coordinating the launch of
innovative projects and playing an active role in all key business
changes.
In 2017, she headed up the integration office for the merger
of M.Video and Eldorado.
Victoria graduated from Moscow State Industrial University with
a degree in Applied Computer Science in Economics in 2005.

Natalya Maleeva
Human Resources Director

Natalya’s professional experience covers more than 20 years in
HR managment in leading foreign and Russian companies.
Natalya graduated from Moscow State University with a degree
in Psychology, is a Candidate of Psychological Sciences and has
a university degree in Economics.
She has received an MBA degree from the Thunderbird School of
Global Management. In 2017, Natalya studied at the Skolkovo Moscow
School of Management (“Managing a Company in the Context of
Digital Transformation”), and she has a certificate from the INSEAD
business school for its Leading Digital Transformation and Innovation
program.
Natalya’s professional career began at Troika Dialog, one of the
leading Russian investment companies. Subsequently, Natalya
headed HR departments in a number of large Russian and
international corporations, including Mary Kay, Provident Financial
PLC, IFH Kapital, and Detsky Mir.
Since 2011, she has been the Human Resources Director at M.Video.
Since 2018, she has been in charge of the combined HR function
of M.Video–Eldorado Group.
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Valeriy Simanov
Group Retail Expansion Officer

Alexey Sukhov
Corporate and Legal Relations
Director

Mr. Simanov graduated from the Riga Higher Military Aviation
Engineering School and completed postgraduate studies at the
N.E. Zhukovsky Air Force Engineering Academy. He holds a PhD
in Technical Sciences.

Mr. Sukhov graduated from the Peoples’ Friendship University of
Russia with a degree in Law, and he has an LLM degree. He began
his professional career at Transmashholding, a leader in the Russian
transport engineering market.

In 2003, he graduated from the Russian Presidential Academy of
National Economy and Public Administration (Russian–German Higher
School of Management) with a specialisation in Economics and
Enterprise Management.

His professional activities have included numerous mergers and
acquisitions, including JSC Metrowagonmash, PJSC Luhanskteplovoz
(Ukraine), JSC REZ (Latvia), JSC Lisichanskaya soda (Ukraine), LLC
Russian Coal–Kuzbass, LLC Eldorado and others.

He holds an MBA. He has 21 years of experience in retail.

Since 2008, Mr. Sukhov has headed up various departments in the
companies of Safmar Group; since February 2011, he has been the
Deputy CEO for Corporate and Property Relations of JSC Russian
Coal.

He started his career at Sportmaster as a store manager, and then
worked as the retail manager at Pan Sportsmen and as the sales
director at Tvoe.
In 2006, he moved to M.Video as the Regional Expansion Director for
Siberia before later becoming the Operating Director for Expansion.
He has been the Retail Expansion Director for M.Video–Eldorado
Group since 2018.
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In May 2017, he became Vice President for Corporate and Legal
Relations of Eldorado.

Oleg Muraviev
Commercial Director

Has over 20 years of experience in consumer electronics and digital
equipment.
He came to PJSC M.video in 2009 as the head of the Audio-Video
direction, and he has been the head of the Commercial Division
since 2016.
He previously held various management positions at LG Electronics
Rus (LG representative office in Russia) and BSH Hausgeräte (the
Bosch/Siemens representative office in Russia).
Mr. Muraviev has expertise in the areas of management and
marketing, with higher degrees in two specialisations: the first in
management (MAMI) and the second in marketing (MIRBIS).
In 2005, he also received an MBA in marketing (MIRBIS).

Since 2018, he has been the head of the Corporate and Legal
Relations Division of M.Video–Eldorado Group.
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Irina Dementieva
Head of the Supply, Distribution
and Logistics Department

Ms. Dementieva has been working for M.Video since 1996.
She has extensive experience in various areas of distribution and
logistics: strategic modeling, warehousing and transport logistics,
customs clearance and import, fulfillment of online sales, as well as
procurement and inventory management.
For the last four years, she has been the head of Supply, Distribution
and Logistics at M.Video, and she has been in charge of this function
in the consolidated M.Video–Eldorado Group since 2018.
Ms. Dementieva is among the top three logistics and supply chain
directors in her segment, according to the Top 1,000 Russian
Managers rating by the Russian Managers Association.

Denis Golyshev
Security Director

In 1996, Mr. Golyshev graduated from the Institute of the Federal
Security Service of Russia; in 2003, from the Academy of the Federal
Security Service of Russia; and, in 2008, from the Russian Civil
Service Academy under the President of the Russian Federation.
From 1994 to 2009, he served in the Federal Security Service of
Russia. He is a lieutenant-colonel in the reserves.
From 2009 to 2016, he worked in senior positions at KIN Group, where
he oversaw the safety of production and commercial processes, as
well as the security of tangible and intangible assets.
In 2017, he was appointed Deputy CEO of Eldorado, and he has been
the Security Director for M.Video–Eldorado Group since 2018.

She holds an Executive MBA from the Skolkovo Moscow School of
Management.
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OPERATING AND
FINANCIAL RESULTS

M.Video–Eldorado continued to grow steadily in 2020, increasing
total sales by 15.4% year-on-year to RUB 504.8 billion (including
VAT). This was primarily due to the successful scaling of our online
business and development of our innovative OneRetail platform.
Total online sales surged by 108.6% to a record RUB 300.4 billion
(including VAT), accounting for 59.5% of the Group’s GMV.
Smartphones are becoming an increasingly important shopping
tool in Russia and worldwide, which also makes them a key tool in
the battle for customers. In the reporting period, sales through
the Group mobile platform soared 2.5 times to RUB 154 billion, or
more than half of the Group’s total online sales. By the end of
2020, almost 8 million users had installed the M.Video and Eldorado
applications, although this is only the beginning. We plan to further
develop the customer mobile app under both brands, we will
continue to introduce the mobile platform at all our stores, and we
expect to increase the share of stores with a mobile online platform
from 50% to 100% in the medium term.
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Despite the economic challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic,
M.Video–Eldorado delivered strong financial results. In 2020, the Group
increased revenues by 14.4% year-on-year and adjusted EBITDA
by 6.5% year-on-year, while the adjusted EBITDA margin remained high
at 6.8%. Adjusted net profit, which M.Video–Eldorado plans to use when
recommending dividends under the new policy, increased by 9.3%
to RUB 12.2 billion.
As of 31 December 2020, the Group’s net debt amounted to
RUB 40.5 billion, down 9.4% year-on-year, while the net debt / adjusted
EBITDA ratio was 1.42x, down 0.25x.
These results indicate that M.Video–Eldorado continues to implement
the digital transformation of its business successfully, based on
a flexible business model and robust fulfillment infrastructure,
is enhancing efficiency and remains financially stable.
Ekaterina Sokolova,
CFO
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OPERATING RESULTS
FOR 2020

In the reporting period, the Group increased GMV1 by
15.4% year-on-year to RUB 504.8 billion. This was due
to the leap in total online sales amid a higher average
ticket on the mobile and web platforms, as well as a
surge in the number of active identified customers with
a higher average ticket and frequency of purchases.

In 2020, M.Video–Eldorado’s total online sales2 surged by 108.6% yearon-year to a record RUB 300.4 billion, or 59.5% of the Group’s total sales.

Total Online Sales 2020 (RUB bln)

Growth in online sales and share of total
online sales in the Group’s GMV in 2020

2020

GMV FY2020 (RUB bln)
2020
2019

505 60%

437 33%

+15%

00% – Share of online sales

+15%
GMV GROWTH

1 GMV (gross merchandise value) includes in-store purchases (including those from pick-up points), paid and delivered online orders,
and paid orders shipped from warehouses to corporate customers. Offline and online purchases can be made by both individuals and
legal entities. GMV includes own and agency sales of goods and services. GMV includes VAT and is net of discounts granted to
customers and returns made during the reporting period. GMV does not constitute the Company’s revenue.
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2019

51%

21 15х
1

42%

60

133 123%
83

146 76%

300

144

Mobile Platform:
Customer App

Consultant App

Web Platform

109%

+

TOTAL ONLINE SALES GROWTH

00% – Growth y-o-y

152%

60%

+

SHARE OF ONLINE SALES IN GMV

MOBILE PLATFORM SALES GROWTH

2 The Group’s total online sales include all online sales to authorized customers, including home delivery, pickup and sales made at
stores through the consultant mobile app. At present, sales through the consultant mobile app are available only at M.Video stores.
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Besides general market trends, the key driver of this was the further
development of the Group’s mobile platform, which combines the customer
app and consultant app in the store based on OneRetail technology.
The mobile platform’s turnover soared by 152.3% year-on-year to RUB 154.1
billion, or 51.3% of total online sales. Sales through the web platform also
surged, by 76.3% to RUB 146.3 billion.

In the reporting period, installations of the M.Video and Eldorado mobile apps
reached almost 7.8 million, up 5.5 times, while the monthly active users (MAUs)
of the customer mobile app exceeded 2 million. The number of average
monthly visits to the Group’s websites increased by 28.9% year-on-year to
74.7 million.

The number of active identified customers reached 18.7 million, of which
41.6% were OneRetail customers: that is, those who made purchases
through the customer app, consultant app or the Group’s web platform.
The number of OneRetail customers soared by 79.5% year-on-year.

Traffic FY2020

Identified active customers FY2020 (mln people)

Transactions FY2020 (mln tickets)

8%

1.2 bln
VISITS

19%

73%

Customer app
Web platform

29%

72 mln

2020

8

2019

4

11
12

17 26%

19 42%

82%
2020

23.7

2019

15.3

22.3
26.1

10.2
15.3

56.2
56.7

73%

00% – Share of OneRetail customers
OneRetail

Non-OneRetail

Identified:

OneRetail

Non-OneRetail

Not identified

LOYAL CUSTOMER BASE

Stores

79%

55%

+

+

INCREASE IN ONERETAIL CUSTOMERS

ONERETAIL TRANSACTIONS GROWTH

12%

+

+

WEB PLATFORM TRAFFIC GROWTH

INCREASE IN IDENTIFIED ACTIVE CUSTOMERS

42%
SHARE OF ONERETAIL TRANSACTIONS

7x

>

CUSTOMER APP TRAFFIC GROWTH
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In 2020, the average ticket for all categories of M.Video–Eldorado customers
climbed by 16.2% year-on-year to RUB 8,980. The average ticket was RUB 11,732
for OneRetail customers and RUB 8,012 for others.

Strong online sales were supported by the following factors:

Average ticket (RUB)

• growth in traffic, the website conversion rate and the M.Video user mobile
app; the launch of the Eldorado mobile app; and a simultaneous increase
in the number of OneRetail customers, which in turn drove the volume of
deliveries and self-pickup of online orders;

11,732
11,207

2020
2019

8,012
8,080

2020
2019
2020

7,712

2019

OneRetail

Non-OneRetail

8,980

Total

• a reorientation of the marketing, operating and retail models to ensure
that the customer journey runs through the mobile platform for a
seamless shopping experience;

In 2020, M.Video–Eldorado expanded its chain by 36 stores (including closures),
including 10 M.Video and 26 Eldorado ones. As of December 31, 2020,
the Group’s retail chain consisted of 1,074 stores.

Number of stores

• high availability of the most popular items due to the presence of up
to 46% of stock at retail stores throughout the network; an increase
in partner pickup points to more than 55,000 as of year-end; and the
successful development of 60 last-mile partnerships;

31.12.2020

542

31.12.2019

532

• an expanded range of home appliances and electronics due to more
direct contracts with suppliers based on the vendor-catalogue model,
the launch of a new line of private label goods, and the integration of the
product range from the goods.ru marketplace based on the white label
model.

Floor space, ths sq. m.
31.12.2020

810

31.12.2019

794

M.Video

532
506

665
661

1,074
1,038

1,475
1,456

Eldorado

46%

+

HIGHER AVERAGE TICKET FOR ONERETAIL CUSTOMERS

16%

+

AVERAGE TICKET GROWTH
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FINANCIAL RESULTS IN 2020

Key financial indicators1 in 2020

REVENUES INCREASED BY 14.4% Y-O-Y TO RUB 417,857 MILLION
GROSS PROFIT GREW BY 6.9% Y-O-Y TO RUB 97,275 MILLION

RUB mln (excluding VAT)

IAS 17
2020

2019

yoy

IFRS 16
2020

2019

yoy

Revenues

417,857

365,216

+14.4%

417,857

365,216

Gross profit

97,275

91,015

+6.9%

97,335

91,073

+14.4%
+6.9%

Gross margin, %

23.3%

24.9%

-1.6 p.p.

23.3%

24.9%

-1.6 p.p.

Adjusted EBITDA2

28,474

26,746

+6.5%

48,618

46,617

+4.3%

Adjusted EBITDA margin, %

6.8%

7.3%

-0.5 p.p.

11.6%

12.8%

-1.1 p.p.

Adjusted net profit3

12,212

11,178

+9.3%

10,287

9,089

+13.2%

2.9%

3.1%

-0.1 p.p.

2.5%

2.5%

0.0 p.p.

Adjusted net margin

3

SELLING, GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES (SG&A)
EXCLUDING DEPRECIATION TOTALED RUB 74,682 MILLION,
OR 17.9% AS A PERCENTAGE OF REVENUES, DOWN 1.2 P.P. Y-O-Y

ADJUSTED EBITDA ROSE BY 6.5% Y-O-Y TO RUB 28,474 MILLION

ADJUSTED EBITDA MARGIN WAS 6.8%

ADJUSTED NET INCOME INCREASED BY 9.3% Y-O-Y TO RUB 12,212
MILLION

NET DEBT STOOD AT RUB 40,483 MILLION AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020
(DOWN 9.4% Y-O-Y), AND THE NET DEBT / ADJUSTED EBITDA RATIO
WAS 1.42X (DOWN 0.25X Y-O-Y)

IN LINE WITH THE NEW DIVIDEND POLICY, M.VIDEO–ELDORADO PLANS
TO ALLOCATE NO LESS THAN 100% OF ITS NET PROFIT, EXCLUDING
THE SHARE OF PROFIT (LOSS) OF ASSOCIATES AND JOINT VENTURES
UNDER IAS 17, FOR SEMI-ANNUAL DIVIDEND PAYMENTS.

1 Hereinafter, M.Video–Eldorado’s financial results are presented in accordance with IFRS (IAS) 17 unless otherwise indicated.
2 Hereinafter, EBITDA has been adjusted for a one-off expense of RUB 1,598 million due to measures to combat COVID-19 and for a
one-off compensation payment based on a decision by the Board of Directors to implement a COVID-19 crisis management project and
transfer control to the new CEO.
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Revenue

Revenues, RUB bln

In 2020, the Group’s revenue increased by 14.4% year-on-year to RUB 417,857
million, as online sales more than doubled (+108.6% year-on-year),
the average ticket on the mobile and web platforms rose, and the number
of active identified customers with a higher average ticket and frequency
of purchases soared.

2020

Gross profit
Gross profit rose by 6.9% year-on-year to RUB 97,275 million, while the gross
margin decreased by 1.6 p.p. year-on-year to 23.3%. This came as the Group
sought to increase the share of spot purchases in an effort to keep sales
growth high, improve inventory management and change the structure of
market demand by increasing the share of digital categories and decreasing
that of high-margin services and services involving employees’ direct
contact with customers as COVID-19 restrictions were introduced.

2019

417.9 +14.4%
365.2

Adjusted EBITDA, RUB bln
2020
2019

28.5 +6.5%
26.7

Adjusted net profit RUB bln
2020
2019

12.2 +9.3%
11.2

3 Hereinafter, net profit has been adjusted for the loss of associates and joint ventures (2019: RUB 1,953 million; 2020: RUB 2,468
million), as well as for non-recurring expenses of RUB 1,278 million (RUB 1,598 million, including taxes) on measures to counter the
spread of COVID-19 and a one-off payment of compensation (including taxes) based on a decision by the Board of Directors
to implement a COVID-19 crisis management project and transfer control to the new CEO.
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Selling, general and administrative
expenses (SG&A)
SG&A, excluding depreciation, amounted to RUB 74,682 million. As a
percentage of revenues, it decreased by 1.2 p.p. year-on-year to 17.9% amid
operational efficiency measures that affected staff, lease, advertising and
marketing expenses.
Staff expenses edged down by 0.1 p.p. to 6.3% as a percentage of revenues
in 2020, amid greater retail staff efficiency due to projects to universalize
staff and optimize office operations as part of the transition to remote
working, as well as the suspension of vacancies in the first half of the year.
Lease expenses fell by 0.9 p.p. to 5.2% as a percentage of revenues due
to negotiations with the lessors of Group stores in the first half of 2020
to agree on new conditions to reduce fixed payments and tie leases to
turnover at most stores.
Depreciation expenses rose to RUB 8,194 million, up from RUB 7,047 million in
2019, in connection with investments in the Group’s IT infrastructure.

EBITDA

Debt ratio
As of December 31, 2020, the Group’s total debt had decreased by RUB 1,481
million year-on-year to RUB 47,928 million. Cash and cash equivalents were
up by RUB 2,707 million to RUB 7,445 million. Net debt had fallen by RUB 4,188
million to RUB 40,483 million. All debt obligations are denominated in rubles.
As a result, the net debt / adjusted EBITDA ratio was 1.42x as of December 31,
2020, down 0.25x year-on-year.

1.7x
1.8x

2020
2019

IAS 17–based net debt / IAS 17–based EBITDA

1.4x

2020
2019

47.9

49.4

1.7x

40.5

44.7

GROSS DEBT, RUB BLN

NET DEBT, RUB BLN

Cash flow

In the reporting period, adjusted EBITDA rose by 6.5% year-on-year to
RUB 28,474 million, while the adjusted EBITDA margin decreased by 0.5 p.p. to
6.8%. The higher EBITDA was due to the increase in revenues and effective
management of selling, general and administrative expenses (excluding
depreciation), which as a percentage of revenues decreased by 1.2 p.p.
to 17.9%. Several of the abovementioned factors also reduced the EBITDA
margin. However, despite all the extraordinary events of 2020, the EBITDA
margin remained above the average of recent years and closer to the upper
end of the 5%–7% range in the Group’s Strategy 2025.

Net cash generated by operating activities

Net cach used in investing
activities

Net cash generated by financing
activities

19.9

(10.4)

(6.8)

IAS 17-based
EBITDA

Change in trade
NWC

28.5

2.4
Net profit
Adjusted net profit climbed by 9.3% year-on-year to RUB 12,212 million in the
reporting period, compared with RUB 11,178 million in 2019, due to growth in
revenues and the operational efficiency measures mentioned above.

IAS 17–based gross debt / IAS 17–based EBITDA

(8.0)
Cash and cach
equivalents

Interest, tax
and one-off
expenses

4.7
2019

CAPEX

(3.0)

Investment in JV
(goods.ru)

Change in NWC

(7.9)

(3.5)

Other1

1.0

Net
repayment of
borrowings

Dividends
paid

(5.3)
(1.4)

Cash and cach
equivalents

Other2

(0.1)

7.4
2020

1 Including proceeds from the disposal of property, plants and equipment and interest received.
2 Including rental payments.
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Impact of IFRS 16 on financial statements
The introduction of IFRS 16, effective from January 1, 2019, affected the
Group’s EBITDA, operating profit and net income in 2020.

Effect on gross profit
The disparity in gross profit in accordance with IFRS 16 is negligible and
can be attributed to the difference in accounting for leased vehicles.
In 2020, gross profit was RUB 97,335 million under IFRS 16, compared with
RUB 97,275 million under IAS 17. The gross margin was 23.3% based on both
standards.

Effect on EBITDA
EBITDA was significantly higher under IFRS 16, since the majority of lease
expenses previously recognized in selling, general and administrative
expenses are recognized under IFRS 16 as debt on the Group’s balance
sheet, as well as in interest expense on loans in the income statement.
In 2020, lease and utilities expenses were down by RUB 18,150 million under
IFRS 16. Adjusted EBITDA was RUB 48,618 million under IFRS 16, compared with
RUB 28,474 million under IAS 17. The adjusted EBITDA margin was 11.6% under
IFRS 16, 4.8 p.p. higher than the 6.8% under IAS 17.

Effect on net profit

Effect on the cash flow statement

In 2020, net profit was impacted by additional expenses of RUB 15,900 million
on the amortization of right-of-use assets under IFRS 16. The effect of
these additional amortization expenses was fully offset by the deduction of
long-term lease expenses from operating expenses, as mentioned above.

The introduction of IFRS 16 does not affect the net change in cash in the
cash flow statement. However, it does affect the presentation of the cash
flow statement, as the principal lease payments are classified as financing
activities, prepayments as investing activities and interest payments as
interest paid in operating activities.

In the reporting period, financial expenses increased by RUB 6,464 million
under IFRS 16 due to additional interest expenses on lease liabilities. The
introduction of IFRS 16 also resulted in less income tax expenses due to lower
pretax profit.
As a result, in 2020, the Group’s adjusted net profit was RUB 10,287 million
under IFRS 16, compared with RUB 12,212 million under IAS 17. The adjusted net
margin was 2.5% under IFRS 16, down slightly from the 2.9% under IAS 17.
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RUB

RUB

10,287 / 12,212 mln

ADJUSTED NET INCOME UNDER IFRS 16 / IAS 17

48,618 / 28,474 mln

ADJUSTED EBITDA UNDER IFRS 16 / IAS 17
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